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I NTRODU CTI O N
Villagers: Shifting Seasons adds four new modular
expansions and a new solo mode to Villagers.
Events, a new concept for the game, adds four Event
cards under the stacks on the Road during game setup,
which will trigger through the game as the stacks are
emptied, giving all players bonus actions and scoring
opportunities.
A new Clay suit and a set of seven powerful new Special
villagers add variety to the game.
Teams give players the option to add an extra Build or
Food symbol to their village, but at a cost.
The expansion increases game length by one round on
average, giving players more time to create their
Villages.
Also included are rules and components for the
Monastery solo mode, a more relaxed way to play
Villagers with a single player.
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COMPONEN TS
12 Event cards

7 Special villager cards

18 Clay villager cards

5 Team cards

1 Shepherd card
1 Graper card
1 Tanner card

1 Round Sequence
Reference card

FO R SO LO MODE ONLY
1 Drafting Priority card
1 Round Tracking card
1 Bee Token
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EX PA NSION SE TUP

Set the game up like a normal game of Villagers, but make
the following changes to steps 1, 8 and 9 of the Setup
instructions in the base game rulebook:

1

Optionally add the seven new Special villagers
(marked in the bottom right corner with a symbol)
and the extra Graper to the main deck of villagers
before setting up the game.

If playing with 4 or more players you must add all the
villagers in the Clay Suit and the extra Tanner and
Shepherd to the main deck of villagers. This prevents
the Reserve from running out during this extended
game. The Clay villagers are only used in 4- or
5-player games.*

Regardless of player count, add the six Starting Road
villagers (the ones with the little signpost in the
bottom right corner) to the main deck of villagers and
shuﬄe it.

Then deal six random villagers face-up on the road
from the main deck. This adds variety to the game
and encourages players to think outside the box!

DEAL 6 RANDOM VILLAGERS
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Instead of setting up the stacks on the Road as
described in the main rulebook, set them up with a
number of villagers in each stack according to the
diagrams below. This extends the game by one round
on average, allowing more expansion cards to be
played and creating a nice timing for the Events
module.
2 P L AY E R S

3 P L AY E R S

4 P L AY E R S

5 P L AY E R S

In a 2-player game for example, the ﬁrst stack consists
of 4 cards, and all the other stacks have 6 cards.

9

To add the Events module, place a random Spring
Event under the ﬁrst stack, a Summer Event under the
third stack, an Autumn Event under the fourth stack,
and a Winter Event under the ﬁfth stack. The First and
Second Markets go under the second and sixth stacks
respectively, as normal.
1 EVENT UNDER EACH OF THESE STACKS

* There is a variant setup on page 12 that allows you
to use the Clay Suit in one, two and three player
games.
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EV E NTS
Through the year, various traditions, visitors and
events give the villages interesting opportunities for
business and expansion.
The Shifting Seasons expansion introduces Event
cards, which work much like the existing Markets.
When a stack on the Road with an Event under it is
emptied, an Event phase will happen after the Build
phase of the current round. Note that this is a little
diﬀerent from the Markets, which require that all
previous stacks are emptied before triggering.
If there is also a Market phase happening in the same
round, the Event phase happens before the Market
phase. See the full Round Overview on the back of
this rulebook.

EV E NT PHASE

In the Event phase, the actions described on the
revealed Event card are carried out by all players in
turn order. With the Caravans Event for example, all
players will score all their villagers with Silver
symbols. When all players are done with the Event,
the Event card is ﬂipped over to its back or returned
to the box.
If multiple Events are revealed in the same round,
they will all happen one after another, with the
leftmost Event being carried out ﬁrst. All players
must ﬁnish each Event before anyone can start doing
the next Event.
After setup, but before play begins, the teacher of
the game should go over the rules for each Event
being used in the game to make sure all players
understand them correctly and have the opportunity
to prepare for them. Look at the reference section on
page 13 to clear up any doubts about how they work.

Using Events with other modules
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Events can be used together with the base game and
any other expansions, including, but not limited to,
Saints, Sinners, Proﬁteers, Developments, and the
Monastery Solo Mode. It cannot be used in the
Countess Solo Mode. If using multiple expansions,
check out the Full Round Overview at the back of this
rulebook.

T EA MS
The Teams module allows the players to exchange two
villagers from their hand for a Builder Team or a
Harvest Team.

Setup
Place the Teams cards in two stacks next to the Basic
villagers, so that both sides are visible.

Rules
In the Build Phase a player may return two cards from
their hand to the stacks on the Road to get a Team. This
works just like getting a Basic villager except two
villagers are returned instead of one. When a player
gets a Team they must immediately place it in their
Village as either a Builder Team or a Harvest Team.
They may not be ﬂipped over to the other side later, so
choose wisely!
- You may never have more than one Team in your
Village.
- Getting a Team does not count towards the limit of 3
Basic villagers per Build phase, as they’re not Basic
villagers.
- It is not possible to steal or remove a Team from a
Village under any circumstances, they cannot be
removed by Countess Events or the Schemer, for
example.
- Teams are Solitary villagers, so they can be scored by
the Priest and used to win the Tavern Development
(from the Developments module).

Teams for beginners
For a beginner-friendly game, allow some or all players
to get their Team for free without returning any
villagers.

Using Teams with other modules
Teams can be used with the base game and all currently
released expansions and play modes, including the
Countess and Monastery Solo Modes.
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NEW V IL L AG ER S
The seven new Special villagers
These may be added to the main deck of villagers and
used in all game modes (except the Countess Solo
Mode which doesn’t allow Special villagers). These
new Special villagers have a mark ( ) in the
bottom right corner to make them easy to separate
from the rest of the Special villagers. See page 16 for
clariﬁcations on these cards.

The Clay Suit
This Suit works just like the Leather and Wool suits.
Simply add these to the main deck of villagers when
playing with four or more players. We recommend
combining the Clay suit with the setup rules from this
expansion, as that setup puts more cards into play and
so works well with the extra Clay cards.

The extra Graper, Tanner and Shepherd
The extra Graper can be added to the main deck of
villagers and used in any game mode. The Tanner and
Shepherd can be kept with the other cards of their
suits and only used in games with four or more
players. (The reason these cards were added to the
expansion is to help keep the Reserve from running
out when using the Shifting Seasons expansion setup
at higher player counts).
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MONA ST ERY
MODE
Near the village a monastery has been restored.
People on the road regularly convert and become
nuns and monks, never to be seen again. The
monastery is completely self-suﬃcient, not even
participating in markets and local commerce.
This is a new way to play Villagers with just one
player. The Monastery is a simpler and more
relaxing alternative to the intense Countess mode
included in the base game. You basically just focus
on your own village.

Setup
Set the game up as a 2-player game, except there is
only one player. Use as many cards in the stacks on
the road as in a 2-player game. Remember to set up
the stacks using the setup from this expansion if
using the Events module.
Place the Drafting Priority Order and Monastery
Round Tracking cards where you can easily refer to
them.
Place the Bee token on the “1” position of the
Monastery Round Tracking card.

The Road set up for a Monastery Mode game using
all modules from this expansion.
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Rules
The Monastery only participates in the Draft Phase
part of the game. In the Draft Phase the player will
draft villagers as per the normal rules, but every time
they draft a villager, they must also discard a face-up
villager from the Road to represent people joining the
Monastery.
The turn order of the Monastery mode draft phase is:
1. The player drafts a villager.
2. The player discards a face-up villager from the
Road.
3. The player replenishes the Road with new face-up
villagers.

Choosing which villager to discard
When discarding villagers for the Monastery, you
must follow the priority guide on the Drafting Priority
Order card. You must choose a villager with the
leftmost depicted symbol for the current round.

In round one for example, you must choose a villager
with a Builder symbol. If there are several villagers
with this symbol available on the Road, the player
chooses which one of them is discarded. If there are
no such symbols available, the player must pick a
villager with the second leftmost symbol instead, a
Food symbol in this case. If a villager with a Food
symbol is not available, look for a villager with the
third leftmost symbol and so on. If none of the
symbols are available on the Road, the player can
freely choose which villager is discarded.
The Bronze symbols on the Drafting Priority Order
card refer to cards with Bronze scoring symbols.
These are found in the Proﬁteers expansion module
from the 2018 Kickstarter Expansion Pack for
Villagers and the Shifting Seasons Kickstarter stretch
goal cards.
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Tracking the rounds
When playing in this mode it’s important to keep
track of which round it is. Use the supplied
Monastery Round Tracking card and Bee Token to do
this, moving the token at the very end of each turn.
The game ends after the ﬁfth round, even if the
stacks on the Road have not been emptied. If using
the Shifting Seasons expansion setup, the game
automatically ends after the sixth round instead.
Note that the game can also end in an earlier turn if
the stacks are emptied, just like in the multiplayer
game.

End of game and victory
The game ends just like a normal game of Villagers,
except you have no one to compare your score with.
What you can do instead is write down your score
and try to beat it next time you play. In addition,
here is a list of scoring ranges to give you an idea of
how well you did.
80 Gold: Hamlet. You have a bright future ahead of
you.
100 Gold: Village. You know how to build a
respectable village.
150 Gold: Town. You have made a very prosperous
village.
200 Gold: Capital. Your village is the crown jewel of
the country, and will be the centre of everything
that’s awesome for millennia to come!

Monastery and expansions
All the modules and cards from the Shifting Seasons
expansion can be used in Monastery mode. In fact,
we highly recommend using them together. All you
need to do is remove Weddings from the Summer
Events. The Monastery does not participate in Event
phases. The Monastery mode is not compatible with
Developments, Saints or Scoundrels, but any of the
cards from Proﬁteers, Villagers Promo Pack 1, and
the Dice Tower Promo Pack can be added.
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C U STOMIZ I N G
V ILL AG ERS

Playing the game following the rules to the letter is
what the designer, publisher and our playtesting
community recommends. But there is nothing
wrong with customizing the game with some house
rules to make it suit your own taste, or just to mix
things up. Maybe you want to play Shifting Seasons
without the extended game length and so stick to
the amount of cards in the stacks from the base
game setup. Or perhaps mix the Saints and
Scoundrels in with the other villagers, score Silver
villagers in the ﬁrst Market phase and let players
start with seven cards in their hands. Or simply
remove your least favourite villagers. You can do all
of that without breaking the game, the system can
take it. It’s your game and you can do what you
want with it, have fun!

Clay suit in one-, two- and three-player
games
To add the Clay suit to two- or three-player games:
Use only 2 Claymen, one copy of each other Clay
villager, and remove the entire Grapes Suit.
This method can also be used to add the Clay Suit
to the Monastery or Countess solo mode.

Wool or Leather suit in one-, two- and
three-player games
A similar approach may be taken to add the Leather
and/or Wool suits to games with lower player
counts. Simply remove the entire Grapes Suit then
add either all the Leather cards or all the Wool
cards to the main deck of villagers. This can also be
done when playing with the Monastery or Countess
solo mode.

More ideas for customizing the game:
Poorest Village Wins: Make the winner the player
with the least gold. (Players must use all their Draft
and Build actions.)
Tiny Island: Make unlocking Padlocks using the
Bank illegal.
Twin Villages (solo): Play as both players in a two
player game and try to get the scores as even as
possible.
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EVEN T S
C L ARIFIC AT I O N S
Festivals
Draw 3 villagers from the Reserve. Then return any 2
villagers back to the Reserve.
Wait until all players have drawn before you return
any to the Reserve. After all players have returned
their two villagers, shuﬄe the Reserve.
Townsfolk
Turn all stacks face-up. They will remain face-up
until the next Build Phase begins.
This will make the next draft phase interesting, with
lots of face-up villagers to choose from. The entire
stacks are turned over, not just the top cards. The
Reserve and Discard piles are not touched. If for any
reason you end up returning villagers to the stacks
in this Draft phase, you must return them face-up to
the top of the stack. Make sure you remember to
ﬂip all the stacks back at the beginning of the next
Build Phase.
Returnees
Look through a stack, take one villager into your
hand then shuﬄe and return the stack.
In turn order, players each choose a stack to pick up.
Players may choose the same stack as another
player. Make sure the players remember which
stack they picked up, so that they can return them
to the right spot.
Developments
Score 2 Gold for each villager in your hand.
All players count the cards in their hand and take
two Gold for each card.
Weddings
Pass a villager to the player on your right.
Choose one card in your hand and give it to the
player on your right. The best way of doing this is to
place the card face-down on their Village Square.
Once all players have done this, all players pick up
their new card. You do not get to look at the front of
the card given to you before choosing which card
you pass on, though the back is of course open
information as usual. It feels natural to do all of this
simultaneously, but technically it is done in turn
order, so you don’t have to pick your card until the
player before you has placed a card on your Village
Square.
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Nobles
Add 5 Gold to all face-up villagers on the Road.
These are placed in addition to any coins added in
the Draft Phase. The ﬁve Gold are only placed this
one time during the Event Phase, more Gold is not
added as the Road is replenished, etc. The coins
placed follow the normal rules for coins placed on
the Road, whoever drafts the villager gets the coins
on it, and the coins also aﬀect the End Of Draft
Phase procedure as normal.
Travellers
Place 2 Gold on all your villagers with a Keyring.
Each player places two Gold on each villager in their
Village with a Keyring on it. Note that the number
printed in the Keyrings are not maximum limits, a
villager can have an unlimited amount of Gold
placed on it.
Caravans
Score all Silver symbols in your Village.
All players score all the Silver symbols in their
Village, just like they will in the Second Market
phase. Only the Silver symbols are scored, not Gold,
Bronze, or placed coins.
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Merchants
Score one Production Chain, including both
branches.
Each player picks one of their Production Chains
and scores everything in it, including Gold, Silver,
and Bronze symbols, and any placed coins. As
when scoring during the Market Phases, symbols
on cards covered by other cards are not included.
If for example you pick a Production Chain with a
Miner at the bottom then a Seeker, Spelunker,
and Jeweler on one side and a Locksmith on the
other, you will score both the Locksmith and the
Jeweler. The Locksmith will be able to use his
Silver scoring formula in full, counting up all the
Padlocks in the village and multiplying that
number by 2 to get his score. The Engineer Special
villager can aﬀect the scoring of the Merchants
Event, in this case it would enable the Spelunker
to score in addition to the Jeweler and Locksmith.
Castellans
All players get to do 1 extra Build action.
Each player can Build one villager from their hand,
following the same rules as in the Build Phase.*
Pilgrims
All players in order may look through the Discard
pile and Build one villager.
Starting with the current First Player, each player
will look at all the cards in the Discard pile and
pick one of them to Build directly into their
Village. If the Discard pile has fewer cards than
needed, shuﬄe the Reserve and add one card per
player from it to the Discard pile.*
Envoys
Score half the Gold value of a villager in your
hand, then discard that villager.
All players pick one villager in their hand with a
Gold symbol to score at half value (rounded up)
and then discard it. Only Gold symbols are scored,
not Silver or Bronze. If you discard a Cartwright for
example, you get ﬁve Gold.
*Castellans and Pilgrims Events
Just like in the Build Phase, you may exchange a
villager from your hand to get a Basic villager. In
this case you only get to do this once, not three
times like in the Build Phase. Special villagers may
be played, but you can only play one villager for
these Events even if it has the Discard icon. Note
that this is just a Build action and not a full
additional Build Phase, so you cannot score
Bronze villagers during these Events, for example.
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S PEC IAL V IL L AG ER S
C L ARIFIC AT I O N S
Engineer
The Engineer can be placed on top of any Production Chain in
your Village. A Production Chain with an Engineer will be able
to use the symbols on all villagers below the Engineer in the
Production Chain. If the Production Chain has two branches,
this only applies to the branch the Engineer is placed on.
To make it clear what has happened, stretch the Production
Chain below the Engineer out so that all symbols are visible.
All the Gold, Silver and Bronze symbols may now be scored,
and all the Food and Builder symbols may be used. The Food
and Builder symbols may also be scored by other villagers
such as the Grocer and Freemason. If an Engineer is placed on
top of a Production Chain with a Graper, Vintner, and Wine
Trader for example, the Gold symbols on both the Wine
Trader and the Vintner will be scored in the Market Phases,
and the Food on the Graper may be used for drafting as well
as when scoring a Grocer in the Second Market Phase.
If an Engineer is placed on top of a villager that has coins on
it, the villager below keeps their coins and may keep
acquiring coins and unlocking future villagers.
Inventor
The Inventor can be placed on top of any Production Chain in
your Village. You will then immediately take ﬁve Gold for each
villager below the Inventor. So if you place him on top of a
Production Chain consisting of a Hayer, Grazier, and Milk
Maid for example, you will get ﬁfteen Gold. If the Production
Chain has two branches, you only consider the branch the
Inventor is placed on.
The Inventor covers up the villager below him as per the
normal rules and so prevents it from scoring. This means it’s
generally not worth it to cover up a high-scoring villager such
as the Tailor.
You can place the Inventor on top of a Production Chain
consisting of just one villager, such as a Solitary villager.
If an Inventor is placed on top of a villager that has coins on it,
take the coins to your supply.
Jack ‘O Trades
You can have villagers belonging to two diﬀerent suits on top
of the Jack ‘O Trades. So he could have one branch on top
with a Wheeler and another with a Vintner and Wine Trader,
for example.
Forager
This villager can break the limit of ﬁve Draft actions for the
Draft Phase, so if you have three Food and play the Forager
you will get a total of seven Draft actions that turn.
Tentmaker
This villager can break the limit of ﬁve Build actions for the
Build Phase, so if you have three Builders and play the
Tentmaker you will get a total of seven Build actions that
turn.
Leader
Basic villagers taken with the Leader do not count towards
your limit of three Basic villagers per Build Phase.
Merchant
Note that the number printed in the Keyrings are not
maximum limits, so a villager can have an unlimited amount
of Gold placed on it.
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Haakon Hoel Gaarder’s follow-up to Villagers is
Streets, an urban tile laying game for 1-5
players. The game is easy to learn but has
many interesting strategies concealed
beneath its colourful surface.
The player who maximises their income by
building in the best locations, and takes advantage of the growing crowds of shoppers,
hipsters, tourists, and parents exploring the
city will be victorious!

Available from all good hobby game retailers,
and direct from www.sinisterﬁsh.com

FU LL ROU N D
OVERVIEW
When using several expansions it can sometimes be
diﬃcult to know what order to do things in. Here is
the full sequence of a round of Villagers:
1. Draft Phase: players (and solo mode opponents)
draft their villagers from the Road and play any
Special cards marked with Draft Phase. Market Phases
and Events are triggered at this point, but are not
resolved until later in the turn.
2. End of Draft Phase procedure: coins are placed on
the Road and some villagers are replaced with new
ones from the Reserve according to the rules on
pages 10–11 of the Villagers rulebook.
3. Build Phase: each player in turn does the following
in order before passing to the next player:
–Build villagers and return villagers in exchange for
Basic villagers or Teams, play and discard Special
villagers with the Discard symbol. If playing with
Proﬁteers, the Freelancer can be used at this point.
–Each player scores up to one Bronze villager.*
–At the end of the ﬁrst Build Phase, uncovered
Founders cards ﬂip over.
4. Developments Phase (if using Developments):*
check who won each Development, then give each
player their reward.
5. Event Phase (if using Events): each player in turn
order takes the actions described on any revealed
Events. The revealed Events are turned face-down or
returned to the box.
6. Countess Event Phase (if using the Countess Solo
Mode): resolve and discard all face-up Countess
Events. The Countess adds the top villager from the
Reserve to her Village, and a number of new Countess
Events are dealt based on its value.
7. Market Phase: if a Market Phase has been
triggered it happens at this point.
8. End of game/round: if all stacks are empty, players
count up their end game scoring to determine a
winner and end the game. Otherwise pass the
Starting Player card to the next player and start a new
round. If using the Monastery solo mode, advance the
round tracker by one space.
* Bronze villagers and Developments are featured in
the 2018 Kickstarter Expansion Pack for Villagers and
the Shifting Seasons Kickstarter Stretch Goal Pack.

